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APPLICATIONSOF FILMTHICKNESSEQUATIONS*
In this closing chapter a number of examples of applications
of the film thickness equations for elliptical contacts developed
throughout the text are presented to illustrate how the fluid-film
lubrication conditions in specific machine elements can be
analyzed. In the first example the reader is introduced to the
relatively simple situation of a single steel ball rolling on
plane, concave, and convex surfaces lubricated by a mineral oil.
Typical dimensions of the Hertzian contact zone, the magnitude of
the Hertzian contact stresses, and representative central and
minimum film thicknesses are calculated to illustrate the problem
and to generate an appreciation of the physics of the situation.
Typical roller and ball bearing problems are then considered,
and in the latter case the concept of an equivalent load per unit
length is introduced. In each case the influence of ]ubricant
starvation is considered.
A simple involute gear is analyzed, and the film thickness
predictions based on the elliptical-contact equations presented in
Chapter 8 are compared with those for line contacts presented
several years ago by Dowson (1968). The application to gears is
then extended to a simplified form of one of the continuously
variable-speed drives (CVD) now being introduced into road
vehicles and aircraft equipment.
*Published as Chapter 13 in Ball Bearing Lubrication by Bernard J.
Hamrock and Duncan Dowson, John Wiley & Sons, Inc., Sept. 1981.
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The case of a railway wheel rolling on a wet or oily rail is
then considered, since this introduces an interesting and slightly
more complicated problem in contact mechanics.
An application of the film thickness equations for highly
deformable or "soft" materials has been selected in the field of
synovial joints. The analysis of elastohydrodynamic lubrication
in load-bearing human joints is a more speculative example because
the understanding of various aspects of the tribological behavior
of synovial joints is incomplete.
13.1 Contact and Lubrication of a Steel Ball on Plane,
Concave, and Convex Steel Surfaces
Consider a steel ball with a diameter of 10 mmand a density
of 7800 kg/m3. The mass of the ball will be 4.084 g and the
weight about 0.04 N. If the ball and the steel on which it rolls
both have a modulus of elasticity E of 2x1011N/m 2 and a
Poisson's ratio _ of 0.3, the effective elastic constant E' is
given by
E 2.2x1011N/m 2E' - 2 -1 -
Dry contact between the ball and plane, concave, and convex
surfaces of the form shown in Figure 13.1 is considered first. ~
The concave and convex surfaces shown in Figures 13.1(b) and (c)
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are each assumed to have radii of 10 mmin the plane perpendicular
to the direction of rolling.
13.1.1 Dry Contact Between a lO-mm-Diameter Steel Ball
and the Flat Surface of a Semi-lnfinite Steel Block
The essential features of the Hertzian contact conditions for
the geometry depicted in Figure 13.1(a) can be determined by the
methods outlined in Chapter 3. Values of the semimajor a and
semiminor b axes, the maximumlocal compression a, and the
maximumHertzian compressive stress have been calculated from
equations (3.13), (3.14), (3.15), and (3.6), respectively, for
loads ranging from the static weight of the ball (0.04 N) to i000
times this value (40 N).
The geometry is depicted in Figure 13.1(a) and it is evident
that
r =r =5mm
ax ay
rbx by
Thus
1 1 1 1 1
+ . (2.26)
Rx rax rbx 5
giving Rx = 5 mm. And
1 _ 1 + 1 _ 1 +____1 (2.27)
Ry ray rby 5
giving Ry = 5 mm. Hence
: 1 I 1 1 1
+ _ + (2.24)
R - Rx Ry _
giving R = 2.5 mm. With Ry/Rx : i the approximate
expressions for the complete elliptic integrals of the second and
first kinds (equations (3.29) and (3.30)) and the ellipticity
ratio k (equation (3.28)) indicate that
_-= 1.5971,_:= 1.5277,-k= 1.0339
The actual Hertziancontactzone will of course be circular such
that k = a/b 1, but these approximatevalues have been used to
calculatethe resultsshown in Table 13.1.
It is evidentthat even under the small staticweight of the
ball of 0.04 N a high maximumcompressivestressof 151.9 MN/m2
is generatedin the center of a Hertziancontactcircle with a
radiusof about 11 um.
The differingvaluesof the semimajorand semiminoraxes a
and b arise from the use of the approximateexpression(3.28).
In reality k = 1 for this geometry,and the correct value of the
elliptic integralsof the first _ and second _ kinds should be
1.571. The true radius of the Hertziancontactcircle generated
by the staticweight of the ball would be 11.09 _m, the maximum
local compression0.0246 _m, and the maximum compressivestress
155 MN/m2.
The small divergence between the correct predictions from the
Hertzian analysis and the values presented in Table 13.1
demonstrates the utility of the approximate procedure outlined in
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Chapter 3. Furthermore it has been shown that even smaller
discrepancies will arise for values of k > 1, as shown in
Table 3.1.
Both the radius of the contact circle and the maximumcontact
stress increase slowly with increasing load in proportion to the
one-third power of the load. It is nevertheless instructive to
recognize that modest loads can produce such high contact stresses
and that the radii of the contact circles in this representative
example are expressed in tens or hundreds of micrometers.
13.1.2 Dry Contact Between a lO-mm-Diameter Steel Ball and a
lO-mm-Radius Groove in a Semi-lnfinite Steel Block
The geometry considered in this example of dry contact
between a lO-mm-diameter steel ball and a lO-mm-radius groove in a
semi-infinite steel block is depicted in Figure 13.1(b). It can
be seen that
r :r =5ram
ax ay
rbx =-, rby = -10 mm
Thus
g--= +__-_.
x
giving Rx = 5 ram. And
i 1 1
5
giving Ry = 10 mm. The relationship (2.17) is satisfied and
hence the direction of x coincides with the semiminor axis of
the Hertzian contact ellipse.
From equation (2.24)
i i+i
= _ I-0
giving R = 10/3 mm. With Ry/Rx = 2 the approximate
expressions for the complete elliptic integrals of the second and
first kinds (equations (3.29_ and (3.30)) and the ellipticity
ratio k (equation (3.28)) yield
#= 1.2987, _= 1.9452, k = 1.6067
The contact dimensions and maximumcompressive stresses for
the same range of loads as that considered in Section 13.1.1 are
recorded in Table 13.2.
This general geometry of a ball rolling in a groove is
encountered in a number of bearing applications, including
recirculating ball bearings and the well-known deep-groove ball
bearing.
13.1.3 Dry Contact Between a lO-mm-Diameter Steel Ball
and a lO-mm-Radius Steel Cylinder
In the case of dry contact between a lO-mm-diameter steel
ball and a lO-mm-radius steel cylinder the ball is loaded against
the cylinder as shown in Figure 13.1(c). In this case
rax = ray = 5 mm
rbx =_, rby = lO_mm
Thus
I 1+1Rx !T
giving Rx = 5 mm. And
i i 1
+I-6
Ry- 5
giving Ry : 1013 mm. In this case the condition represented by
equation (2.17) is not satisfied, and the semiminor axis of the
contact ellipse*thus coincides with the circumferential direction
and the semimajor axis with a generator on the cylinder.
It has been explained in Section 2.2.4 that the convention
for coordinates is to take x to be coincident witll the semiminor
axis; and if this does not emerge in any example, it is necessary
to change the coordinate directions. In the present case it is
important to take the axes x',y' to lie in the directions shown
in Figure 13.1(c). Thus Rx, : 1013 mmand Ry, : 5 mmand
from equation (2.24)
1 3 1
giving R = 2 mm.
With Ry,/R x, = 312 the approximate expressions for the
complete elliptic integrals of the second and first kinds
(equations (3.29) and (3.30)) and the ellipticity ratio -k
(equation (3.28)) yield
8-' : 1.3982,_' : 1.7719,-k' : 1.3381
The contact dimensions and maximumcompressive stresses for
the range of loads considered in Section 13.1.1 are shown in
Table 13.3. It should be emphasized that the major axis of the
contact ellipse coincides with tile surface of the cylinder.
13.1.4 Lubrication of a lO-mm-Diameter Steel Ball Rolling
on the Flat Surface of a Semi-lnfinite Steel Block
The Hertzian contact conditions for the lubrication of a
lO-mm-diameter steel ball rolling on the flat surface of a
semi-infinite steel block have been considered in Section 13.1.1.
If the ball now rolls over the flat steel surface with a velocity
of 1 m/s in the presence of a lubricant having an atmospheric
viscosity nO of 0.05 N s/m2 and a pressure-viscosity
coefficient _ of 2.0xlO -8 m2/N, the corresponding
dimensionless speed U and materials G parameters become
noU _ O.05xl _ 4.545xi0-11
U - E,Rx 2.2x1011 x 0.005
G = _E' = 2.0x10 -8 x 2.2x1011 = 4400
For a static ball weight of 0.04 N the dimensionless load
parameter becomes
W= F 0.04 7.273x10-9
x - =2.2x1011 x (0.005) 2
The first problem is to ascertain the regime of fluid-film
lubrication in this example in which the ellipticity ratio k
equals 1. This can be achieved by calculating the dimensionless
viscosity gv and elasticity gE parameters from
equations (12.2) and (12.3), respectively, and then referring to
Figure 12.1.
GW3
gv - U2 - 0.8195
W8/3
gE - U2 - 0.096
It is at once evident that the isoviscous-rigid lubrication
regime operates, and hence the appropriate minimum film thickness
equation is (6.22).
_r'[°<:a)]}Hmin = H0 = 128 _a 'IT .131 tan -I + 1.68
where
and
1 3
_b = i + 213aa "5"
Thus
9 U2 U2
Hmin = 128 x -2-5-_ (3.0406) : 140.1
or
h
= minHmin 5.471x10 -3 : -g---
X
In this case Rx = 0.005 m and hence the minimum film thickness
is 27.4 _m. This is seen as a very substantial film thickness
when compared with a typical surface roughness of steel balls used
in ball bearings of about 0.1 _m.
It is also worth noting that the predicted rigid-isoviscous
film thickness is much greater than the theoretical
elastohydrodynamic minimum film thickness given by equation (8.23).
h
min 3.63 uO'68G0"49W-0"073(1 - e-0"68k)Hmin - R -
x
= 3.63 x 9.271xi0 -8 x 60.99 x 3.927 x 0.4934
= 39.77xi0 -6
This corresponds to a minimum film thickness of 0.20 _m, which is
only some 0.73 percent of the rigid-isoviscous prediction. The
fact that the rigid-isoviscous prediction considerably exceeds the
elastohydrodynamic film thickness confirms the fact that the
former lubrication regime prevails.
If the ball rolls more slowly over the plane, the
rigid-isoviscous and elastohydrodynamic predictions become
coincident when
2.649x1018 U2 = 429.0 U0"68
or
U = 1.090x10 -12
A
This values of U corresponds to a rolling speed of 0.024 m/s,
with gv and gE adopting values of 1778 and 167, respec-
tively. It carl be seen from Figure 12.1 that these values fall
close to the broken line representing the boundary between the
I0
isoviscous-rigid and piezo-viscous-elastic, or elastohydrodynamic,
regimes of lubrication for an ellipticity ratio of unity.
It is interesting and instructive to recognize that at
rolling speeds less than 0.024 m/s, which is about 0.94 in./s, a
lO-mm-diameter steel ball rolling on a steel surface in the
presence of a lubricant of viscosity 0.05 N s/m2 will experience
elastohydrodynamic lubrication under its own weight. It is at
once clear that nominal point contacts can readily experience the
important mode of fluid-film lubrication that is the subject of
this book. It must, however, be emphasized that the film
thickness generated by a rolling speed of 0.024 m/s is only
0.016 _m, a value that is quite small when compared with the
surface roughness of precision engineering components. It is also
significant that this film thickness is very similar in magnitude
to the local elastic compression shown in Table 13.1 for a load of
0.O4 N.
The influence of load on minimum film thickness for a rolling
speed of i m/s and loads ranging over two orders of magnitude is
recorded in Table 13.4 for the lubrication regimes relevant to
this situation. The values for the piezo-viscous-rigid (PVR)
lubrication regime in Table 13.4 were obtained from equation
(12.9). As the load increases from the static weight of the ball
by a factor of 10, the minimum film thickness falls to one
hundredth of its initial value, with the mode of lubrication being
isoviscous-rigid. As the load increases further, elastic
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distortionof the solids and influenceof pressureon viscosity
cause the isoviscous-rigidregime of lubricationto give way to
the elastohydrodynamic,or the piezo-viscous-elastic,regime at a
load of about 0.5 N, as shown in Figure 13.2.
This remarkableabilityof tbe lubricatedconjunctionto
preserve a near-constantminimum film thicknessat high loads is a
most importantresult of the influenceof high pressureson both
lubricantviscosityand elasticdeformationin the phenomenonof
the lubricationof nominal point contacts.
13.1.5 Lubricationof a lO-mm-DiameterSteel Ball Rolling
in a lO-mm-RadiusGroove in a Semi-lnfiniteSteel Block
It was found in Section13.1.2 that the approximate
ellipticityratio _ for the lubricationof a lO-mm-diameter
steel ball rolling in a 10-mm-radiusgroove in a semi-infinite
steel block was 1.6067. The essentialfeatures of the Hertzian
contactsfor a range of loads are displayedin Table 13.2. The
value of Rx is again 0.005 m, and the values of the
dimensionlessgroups U, G, W, gv, and gE remainthe same as
those recordedin the previoussectionfor a lubricantwith an
atmosphericviscosityof 0.05 N s/m2, a pressure-viscosity
coefficientof 2x10-8 m2/N, and a rollingspeed of 1 m/s.
For the isoviscous-rigidregime of lubrication
R
aa=_=2
X
and
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1 3
Xb = 1 + 213_ - 4
a
Hence
{ Eo i}Hmin = H0 = 128 aa .131 tan -1 + 1.68
or
9 U2 U2
Hmin = 128 x 2 x _ _ (3.1894) = 459.27 W--2
h
Hmin 1.7935x10-2 min: =T
X
The minimum film thickness hm is thus 89.7 _m. This increased
minimum film thickness results from the improved conformity
between the ball and the groove.
The corresponding elastohydrodynamic minimum film thickness
is given by
~ hmin 3.63 uO'68GO'49w-O'073(1 - e-0"68k)
Hmn Rx
= 3.63x 9.271x10-8 x60.99 K 3.927X 0.6646
= 53.57x10-6
This corresponds to a minimum film thickness of 0.27 _m, which is
only 0.30 percent of the isoviscous-rigid prediction. The mode of
lubrication is thus clearly isoviscous-rigid, with the film
thickness being greater by a factor of 3.27 than that achieved by
a similar ball rolling over a flat surface. The advantages of
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conformity are clear as far as both contact stresses and film
thicknesses are concerned.
The influence of load on minimum film thickness for a rolling
speed of 1 m/s is shown in Table 13.4. The appropriate
lubrication regimes are also indicated.
It is again evident from Figure 13.3 that, as the load
increases from the static weight of the ball, the film thickness
falls rapidly in the isoviscous-rigid regime of lubrication.
13.1.6 Lubricationof a lO-mm-DiameterSteel Ball Rolling
Along a lO-mm-RadiusSteel Cylinder
In this case the major axis of the Hertzian contact ellipse
coincides with the direction of rolling such that Rx = 5 mm
and Ry = 10/3 mm. The ratio of the semiminor to semimajor axes
is given by equation (3.28) as _ : 0.7989. The value of Rx
is again 0.005 m, and for the same conditions as those considered
in Sections 13.1.4 and 13.1.5 the dimensionless quantities U, G,
W, gv, and gE remain constant.
For the isoviscous-rigid regime of lubrication
R 2
:a :_x y= _
14
and
1 1
Xb = 1 + 213a =a
Hence
Hmin = H0 : 128 a a .131 tan -1 + 1.68
or
2 1 U2 U__22
Hmin = 128 x _ x _ _ (2.976) : 63.49 W2
hmin
Hmin : 2.479xi0 -3 =
The minimum film thickness is this situation, which exhibits the
lowest degree of geometrical conformity, is thus only 12.4 _m.
The corresponding elastohydrodynamic minimum film thickness
is given by
h
Hmin-= _in : 3.63 uO'68GO'49w-O'073(1 - e-0"68k)
X
= 3.63 x 9.271x10 -8 x 60.99 x 3.927 x 0.4191
= 33.78x10 -6
This corresponds to a minimum film thickness of 0.17 _m, which is
the smallest of the elastohydrodynamic film thicknesses for the
three geometrical configurations considered. It is only
1.4 percent of the isoviscous-rigid prediction, and this regime
clearly governs the rolling of the ball at 1 m/s under its own
weight.
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The influence of load on minimum film thickness for a rolling
speed of 1 m/s and for a range of loads is again shown in Table
13.4. The appropriate lubrication regimes are also indicated.
In this case the transition from an isoviscous-rigid regime
of lubrication to elastohydrodynamic, or piezo-viscous-elastic,
conditions occurs earlier than in the previous examples.
13.1.7 Summary
Throughout Section 13.1 we have considered the Hertzian
contact and lubrication of a lO-mm-diameter steel ball on plane,
concave, and convex steel surfaces. The examples have been
presented in full to illustrate how the material presented earlier
in the book can be used to analyze lubricated nominal point
contacts. The results demonstrate the essential features of the
major regimes of lubrication encountered in these simple
geometrical configurations.
In the next section we turn to the analysis of
elastohydrodynamic lubrication in roller and ball bearings.
13.2 Rolling-Element Bearings
The equations for elastohydrodynamic film thickness developed
in Chapter 8 relate primarily to nominal point contacts, but they
are sufficiently general to allow them to be used with adequate
accuracy in most line-contact problems. This will be demonstrated
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in this section in relation to a cylindrical roller bearing and in
Section 13.3 in relation to spur gears.
A radial ball bearing will also be analyzed in the present
section, and the influence of lubricant starvation will be
considered.
13.2.1 Cylindrical Roller Bearing Problem
The minimum elastohydrodynamic film thicknesses on the inner
and outer races of a cylindrical roller bearing having the
following dimensions will be calculated. This particular bearing
problem was analyzed on the basis of elastohydrodynamic theory for
line contacts by Dowson and Higginson (1966)
Inner-race diameter, di ............. 64 mm, or 0.064 m
Outer-race diameter, do ............. 96 mm, or 0.096 m
Diameter of cylindrical rollers, d ....... 16 mm, or 0.016 m
Axial length of cylindrical rollers, ..... 16 mm, or 0.016 m
The most heavily loaded roller experiences the following
conditions:
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Radial load on the most heavilyloaded roller ....... 4800 N
Radial load per unit lengthon the most
heavily loaded roller ........... 4800/0.016= 0.3 MN/m
Inner-ringangularvelocity,mi ............. 524 rad/s
Outer-r!ngangularvelocity,mo ................. 0
i.
Lubricant•visgosityat atmosphericpressure
and the effectiveoperating temperatureof
the bearing,no 0 01 N s/m2*mmooeoemmeooooomom .
Viscosit#-pressurecoefficient,a . . . . . . . . . . 2.2xi0-8 m2/N
•MRdulusoofelasticityfor both the ro_llers
and rings, E .................. 2.075x1011N/m2
Poisson'sratio,v ...................... 0.3
Calculation
Since we are dealingwith a cylindricalroller and not a
ball, it is necessaryto returnto the basic relationshipsof
equations(2.26)and (2.27) in order to calculatethe effective
radii of curvature Rx and Ry, ratherthan to equations
(2.28)and (2.29),which involvethe angle B and the conformity
ratio f.
With referenceto Figure 13.5 we can write
r = 0.008 m, r = _
ax ay
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rbx,i = 0.032 m, rby,i =
rbx,o = 0.048 m, rby,o =
Then
i i i 5
+ (2.26)
Rx, i - 0.008 0.032 - 0.032
giving Rx, i = 0.0064 m
1 1 1 5
Rx, o 0.008 0.048 0.048
giving Rx,o = 0.0096 m
i 1 + i 0
Ry, i _ =
giving Ry,i =
i i + 1 0
Ry __0
giving Ry,o =
E' = 2 = 2.28xi011N/m 2
+
Ea [b
For pure rolling the surface velocities u relative to the
lubricated conjunction are given for both ball and roller bearings
by equations (2.50) to (2.52). For a cylindrical roller B = O;
hence
2 d2de -
u_ 4de l i - (2.5o)
where de is the pitch diameter and d is the roller diameter.
do + di 0.096 + 0.064
de - 2 - 2 = 0.08 m (2.1)
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Hence
0.082 - 0.0162
u = 4x0.08 1524- Ol = 10.061 m/s
The dimensionless speed, materials, and load parameters for the
inner- and outer-race conjunctions thus become
noU 0.01 x i0.061
iZ = 6"895xi0-11Ui = _-TIT_Tx,i= 2.28xi0 X 0.0064
Gi = _E' = 5016
W. - F 4800 5.140x10-4
)2 - =I E,(Rx, i 2.28x10 II x (0.0064) 2
noU _ 0.01 x 10.061 _ 4.597x10-11
U° _ Rx,o 2.28x1011 x 0.0096
Go = _E' = 5016
WI F 4800
IR )2 - 2.28x1011 x (0.0096)2 = 2"284x10-4E' X,O
The appropriate point-contact elastohydrodynamic film
thickness equation for a fully flooded conjunction was developed
in Chapter 8 and recorded as equation (8.23).
Hmin = _r_= 3.63 uO'68GO'49w-O'073(1 - e-0"68k) (8.23)
X
In the case of a nominal line contact k = _ and equation (8.23)
reduces to
= 3.63 uO'68GO'49W-0"073Hmin
2O
Ball - inner-race conjunction:
hmin
Hmin - R - 3.63 x 1.231xi0-7 x 65.04 x 1.738 = 50.5x10-6
x,i
and hence
= 0.0064 x 50.5x10-6 = 0.32 _mhmin
Ball - outer-raceconjunction:
hmin 3.63 x 9.343x10-8 x 65.04 x 1.844 = 40.7x10-6Hmin - R -
X,O
and thus
hmin = 0.0096 x 40.7xi0-6 = 0.39 _m
It is clear from these calculations that the minimum film
thickness in the bearing occurs at the ball - inner-race
conjunction, where the geometrical conformity is least favorable.
In their 1966 book Dowson and Higginson proposed a minimum
elastohydrodynamic film thickness equation for nominal line
contacts of the form
. hmin 1.6 G0"6UO'7W-O'13H - R -
where
being the unit lengthof the roller. In the presentexample
= 0.016 m and hence
W1 4800 = 2.056x10-4
2.28x1011x 0.0064 x 0.016
Wo _ 4800 = 1.371x10-4
2.28x1011x 0.0096 x 0.016
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Thus H_I= 61.7x10 -6 and Ho = 49.0x10 -6, giving
= = 0.47 pm.(hi)mi n 0.39 pm and (ho)mi n
The original line-contact predictions of film thickness thus
exceed the predictions based on extrapolations from the new
point-contact theory by about 20 percent. It should, however, be
noted that the nominal point-contact theory predictions are
conservative from the design point of view.
Influence of Lubricant Starvation
The predicted minimum film thickness of 0.32 _m should just
about ensure elastohydrodynamic lubrication in well-produced
roller bearings. However, the calculation was based on the
assumption of a fully flooded conjunction; and if this condition
is not satisfied, a reduced minimum film thickness will ensue.
The role of lubricant starvation has been discussed in
Chapter 9, and in Section 9.4 attention was drawn to the important
zero-reverse-flow boundary condition. In the absence of any
specific information about the extent to which the inlet to an
elastohydrodynamic conjunction in a roller bearing is filled with
lubricant, it is reasonable to assume that the zero-reverse-flow
inlet boundary condition operates. Dowson, Saman, and Toyoda
(1979) have shown that, in pure rolling, elastohydrodynamic
conjunctions achieve only 70.3 percent of their predicted fully
flooded film thicknesses when the zero-reverse-flow boundary
condition operates. In the present example the inner and outer
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raceway minimum film thicknesses would thus be
(hmin) = 0.703 x 0.32 = 0.22 _mi
(hmin) = 0.703 x 39 = 0.27 _mo
13.2.2 Radial Ball Bearing Problem
We now turn to the type of problem that did much to promote
the studies of elastohydrodynamic theory for nominal point
contacts upon which this book is based. Considerable difficulty
had been experienced in applying elastohydrodynamic theory for
line contacts to the conjunction_ encountered in ball bearings.
Consider a single-row, radial, deep-groove ball bearing with
the following dimensions:
Inner-race diameter, di ................ 0.052291 m
Outer-race diameter, do ................ 0.077706 m
Ball diameter, d ................... 0.012700 m
Number of balls in complete bearing, n .............
Inner-groove radius, r i ................ 0.006604 m
Outer-groove radius, ro ................ 0.006604 m
Contact angle, _ ........................ 0
rms surface finish of balls, fb ............ 0.0625 _m
rms surface finish of races, fr ............ 0.175 _m
A bearing of this kind might well experience the following
operating conditions:
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Radial load, Fr ...................... 8900 N
Inner-ring angular velocity, _i .............. 400 rad/s
Outer-ring angular velocity, mo ................. 0
Lubricant viscosity at atmospheric pressure and
effective operating temperature of bearing, nO . . . 0.04 N slm2
Viscosity-pressure coefficient, _ .......... 2.3x10 -8 m2/N
Modulus of elasticity for both balls and rings, E . . . 2xlO 11N/m 2
Poisson's ratio for both balls and rings, v .......... 0.3
Calculation
It will be assumed initially that the lubricated conjunctions
receive sufficient lubricant to enable them to be treated as fully
flooded. The objective is then to determine the minimum
elastohydrodynamic film thicknesses on the inner and outer races.
The essential features of the geometry of the inner and outer
conjunctions (Figures 2.13 and 2.19) can be ascertained as follows:
Pitch diameter (eq. (2.1)),de = 112 (do + di) ...... 0.065 m
Diametralclearance(eq. (2.2)),Pd = do- di - 2d . . . 1.5x10-5 m
Race conformity(eq. (2.3)),fi = fo = r/d .......... 0.52
Equivalentradius (Table 13.5),Rx,i = d(de _ d)/2d . . 0.00511m
Equivalentradius (Table 13.5),Rx,o = d(de + d)/2d . . 0.00759m
Equivalentradius (eq. (2.29)),Ry,i = fid/(2fi _ 1) . . . 0.165 m
Equivalentradius (eq. (2.29)),Ry,o = fod/(2fo_ 1) . . . 0.165 m
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And the curvature sums
1 1 1
+ 201.76
Ri - _x,i Ry, i -
giving Ri = 4.956xi0 -3 m and
i 1 1
+ 137.81
Ro - Rx, ° Ry,o -
giving Ro = 7.256x10 -3 m. Also, Ry,i/Rx, i : 32.35 and
Ry,o/Rx, o = 21.74.
The nature of the Hertzian contact conditions can now be
assessed.
Ellipticity parameters:
R • 0.636
_i : io339{_z_ : 942 (32_)\Rx,#
R 0.636fRoi
ITo : 1.0339\Rx,o} : 7.09 (3.28)
Elliptic integrals:
_i 1.0003 + 0.5968 = 1.0188 (3.29)
: (Ry, i/Rx, i)
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_o 1.0003+ 0.5968 = 1.0278 (3.29)
: (Ry,o/Rx,o)
_i = 1.5277+ 0.6023 In = 3.6205 (3.30)
\ x,i/
_r0 = 1.5277 + 0.6023 In _R--_,o)=3.3823 (3.30)
The effectiveelasticmodulus E' is given by
2 2.198x1011N/m2 (3.16)E' = 2 2 =
1 - va i - _b
_a + Tb
To determinethe load carriedby the most heavilyloadedball
in the bearing, it is necessaryto adopt an iterativeprocedure
h
based on the calculationof local static compressionand the
analysispresentedin Chapter3. Stribeck (1907)found that the
value of Z was about 4.37 in the expression
Z FrFmax =
where
Fmax = load on most heavilyloadedball
Fr = radial load on bearing
n = number of balls
However, it is customaryto adopt a value of Z = 5 in simple
calculationsin order to produce a conservativedesign,and this
value will be used to begin the iterativeprocedure.
Stage 1: Assume Z = 5. Then
5Fr 5
Fmax =T: _ x 8900 = 4944 N (3.47)
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The maximum local elastic compression is
r( 9 _(Fmax__2_ 136i =_i _ _ = 2.902x10 -5 m (3.15)
21/3,o r{ = 2.877xi0-5 m (3.15)
The sum of the local compressions on the inner and outer races
6 = 6i + 6o : 5.779x10 -5 m
A better value for Z can now be obtained from
( Pd1 - _/ (3.48)Z - -_ i12
2.491 1 + _ - 1
since 1
Pd 1.5xlO -5
= = 0.1298
2_ 5.779xi0-5
Thus from equation (3.48)
Z = 4.551
Stage 2:
Z = 4.551
4.551 x 8900
Fmax - 9 - 4500 N
ai : 2"725xi0-5 m
s° = 2.702x10 -5 m
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6 = 5.427x10-5 m
Pd
2a - 0.1382
Thus
Z = 4.565
Stage 3:
Z = 4.565
4.565 x 8900
Fmax = 9 = 4514 N
ai = 2.731x10-5 m
ao = 2.708x10-5 m
6 = 5.439x10-5 m
Pd
"2T= 0.1379
Thus
Z = 4.564
This value is very close to the previousvalue from stage 2 of
4.565, and a further iterationconfirms its accuracy.
Stage 4:
Z = 4.564
4.564 x 8900 4513 NFmax - 9 -
6i = 2.731x10-5 m
_o = 2"707x10-5m
= 5.438x10-5 m
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Pd
•.,2.T=0.1379
and hence
Z = 4.564
The load on the most heavily loaded ball is thus 4513 N.
Elastohydrodynamic Minimum Film Thickness
For pure rolling (Table 13.5)
d2 _ d2
u = e4de I_° - ,.,il = 6.252 m/s
The dimensionless speed, materials, and load parameters for the
inner- and outer-race conjunctions thus become
Ui EnOu 0.04 x 6.252 = 2.227x10-10
- Rx, i 2.198x1011 x 5.11x10 -3
Gi = aE' = 2.3x10 -8 x 2.198x1011 = 5055
W1 F 4513 7.863x10-4
E'(Rx,i)2 2.198x1011x (5.11)2x10-6 =
noU _ 0.04 x 6.252 = 1.499x10-10
U° - E'Rx,o 2.198x1011x 7.59xi0-3
Go = _E' = 2.3x10 -8 x 2.198x1011 = 5055
F 4513 = 3.564x10-4W0 -
E'(Rx,o )2 - 2.198xi0 II x (7.59)2x10 -6
The dimensionless minimum elastohydrodynamic film thickness in a
fully flooded elliptical contact is given by equation (8.23).
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h
: mi___.__n= 3.63 uO'68GO'49w-O'073(1- e-0"68k) (8.23)
Hmin "fix
Ball - inner-raceconjunction:
- (hmin)i 3.63 UiO'68GO'49W_O'073(1-_e-0"68_i)(Hmin)i Rx,i
= 3.63 x 2.732x10-7 x 65.29 x 1.685 x 0.9983
(Hmin)" = 1.09x10-4
1
Thus
(hmin)" = 1.09x10-4 Rx,i = 0.557 .m1
The lubricationfactor A discussedin Section3.5.2 is found to
play a significantrole in detemining the fatigue life of
rolling-elementbearings. In this case
hi 0.557x10-6
2\1/2= )2 21112 - 3.00
Ball - outer-raceconjunction:
(hmin) -0.68_
0 3.63 U_'68GO'49w_O'073(1 - e o)(Hmin)° = Rx,o
= 3.63 x 2.087x10-7 x 65.29 x 1.785 x 0.9919
= 0.876x10-4(Hmin)
o
Thus
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(hmin) = 0.876x10 -4 Rx,o = 0.665 _mO
In this case the lubrication factor A is given by
A: °665xi°-6 -358
 o175)2 (oo625)2]+ xl0 -6
Once again it is evident that the minimum film thickness
occurs between the most heavily loaded ball and the inner race.
However, in this case the minimum elastohydrodynamic film
thickness is about three times the composite surface roughness,
and the bearing lubrication can be deemed to be entirely
satisfactory. Indeed, it is clear from Figure 3.16 that very
little improvement in the lubrication factor F and hence the
fatigue life of the bearing could be achieved by further improving
the minimum film thickness and hence A.
Application of Line-Contact Equations
In Chapter 8 attention was drawn to the possibility of using
the elastohydrodynamic line-contact equations in association with
the effective length of the contact designed to produce the same
maximumor mean pressures in the actual elliptical and equivalent
rectangular conjunctions. In the present example the contact is
highlyelongated,with ellipticityratiosof 9.42 and 7.09 on the
inner and outer races. It is thereforelikelythat the modified
line-contactequationwill give reasonablepredictionsof film
thicknessin this case.
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The semimajor axis is determined by
a : - _.R. (3.13)
Thus consideringthe inner-raceconjunctiononly,
a = (6 x (9"42)2x i'0188x 4513 x 0"004956)I/3_x 2. 9 xi01 = 2600 _m
m
and for equal maximum pressures { = 413 a_"i = 3531 _m, while
pressures _ = 3116 x2a_ = 4902 _m.for equal mean
We can now examinethe resultsof using each of these
effectivelengthsin the elastohydrodynamicminimum film thickness
equationfor line contacts.
= 2.65 uO'7GO'54W-0'13 (8.26)Hmin
where W is now FIE'Rx_. Thus
(Hmin)" = 4.6415xlO-5(Wi)-0"13
l
and for equal maximum pressures(Hmin)" = 1.12x10-4, whilel
for equal mean pressures(Hmin)i = 1.16x10-4. If the
major axis of the contactellipse (2a = 5200 _m) had been used,
= 1.17x10-4
the resultwould have been (Hmin)i
The percentagedifferencesfrom the elliptical-contactresult
of 1.09x10-4 obtainedearlierare 2.4 and 6.9 percentwhen
values of { correspondingto equal maximum and mean pressures
are used, respectively. The percentagedifferenceobtainedwhen
the major axis of the major ellipse is used is 7.7 percent. It is
clear that, in this example, littleerror is introducedby
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judicioususe of the line-contactequation. Furthermorethe
exampledemonstratesthat the best agreementbetweenthe nominal
point- and line-contactpredictionsis achievedwhen the
equivalentload per unit length is calculatedon the basis of
equal maximum pressures.
Influenceof LubricantStarvation
The film thicknessescalculatedin this examplehave been
based on the assumptionthat the conjunctionswere adequately
lubricated. In reality,very little lubricantis requiredto
satisfythis condition,as will be shown.
In Chapter9 it was shown that an elliptical
elastohydrodynamiconjunctioncan be consideredto be fully
flooded if the lubricantfills the clearancespace at or beyond a
dimensionlessdistanceupstreamfrom the center of the Hertzian
zone, m = Xinlet/b,given by
i( l1m = 1 + 3.34 Hmi (9.4)
Now
1/3b = (3.14)
\_E' /
and for the ball - inner-race conjunction
b = (6 x 1.0188 x 4513 x0.00495611/3 2.760x10-4mx 9.42 x 2.198x1 11 / =
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Thus
* _ 0.00511 _2 0.56m = 1 + 3.34 x 1 _ = 1.530
 276oxlo-4J
In this case the conjunctionis deemed to be fully flooded if
the clearancespace is filled with lubricantfor a distanceof
only half a Hertzian semiminoraxis in front of the Hertzian
contact zone. Even when the conjunctionis starvedof lubricant
such that the full film forms at half the fully floodeddistance
of 0.530 in front of the Hertziancontact zone, a respectable
lubricatingfilm is formed.
In Chapter9 it was shown that the starveaelastohydrodynamic
minimum film thicknessis given by
= (9.8)
Hmin's Hmin * - 1
For the ball - inner-raceconjunctionthis becomes
Hmin,s = Hmin = Hmin(0.5)0"25
or
Hmin,s = 0.84 Hmin
The effect of this quite severe lubricantstarvationis to reduce
the minimum film thickness_ only 16 pe_ent.
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13.3 Power TransmissionEquipment
In this sectionwe considerthe applicationof the
elastohydrodynamicminimumfilm thicknessequationsto two forms
of power transmissionequipment. The first exampleis a simple
involutespur gear, and the second is a simplifiedform of one of
severaltypes of continuouslyvariable-speeddrives that are now
being developedand that are being used increasinglyin aircraft
equipmentand road vehicles.
13.3.1 InvoluteGears
It is well known that the contactbetweengear teeth at a
distance S from the pitch line in a pair of involutegear wheels
having radii R1 and R2 and a pressureangle @ can be
representedby two circularcylindersof radii (R1 sin @ + S)
and (R2 sin @- S) rotatingwith the same angularvelocities
_1 and _2 as the wheels themselves. Indeedthis
observationforms the basis of the two-discmachine that has been
used so extensivelyand effectivelyin experimentalstudiesof
gear lubricationin general and elastohydrodynamiclubricationin
particular. The problemhas been consideredby Dowson and
Higginson(1964,1966), and in the presentcase we demonstratehow
the minimumelastohydrodynamicfilm thicknessequationfor
ellipticalcontacts can be appliedto this nominal line-contact
problem. The generalgeometryof the configurationis shown in
Figure 13.6. 35
Considera pair of involutegear wheels having radii of 50
and 75 mm and a pressureangle of 20°. Let the angularvelocity
of the largerwheel be 210 rad/s (_2000 rpm), the width of the
gear teeth 15 mm, and the load transmittedbetweenthe teeth
22,500 N. Let the essentialpropertiesof the lubricantand the
materialsof the wheels adopt the followingvalues:
no = 0.075 N s/m2
a = 2.2x10-8 m2/N
E = 207 GN/m2
_=0.3
Calculatethe minimum film thicknesson the pitch line. Then
R1 = 0.075 m, ray = _
R2 = 0.050 m, rby =
R1 _2Gear rate - - 1.5
R2 - _1
Radii of cylinders= (R1 sin @ + S) = R1 sin @
rax = 0.075 sin 20° = 0.02565 m
and
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(R2 sin @ - S) = R2 sin
or
rbx = 0.050 sin 20° = 0.01710m
Hence
1 1 1
_ + = 38.99 + 58.48
Rx 0.02565 0.01710
giving Rx = 0.01026m
_1R1 sin @+ _2R2 sin
u = 2 = _1R1 sin @= 210 x 0.02565= 5.387 m/s
E = 2.275x1011N/m2E' - 2i -
Thus
U - nOu - 0.075 x 5.387 = 1.731x10-10
E'Rx 2.275x1011x 0.01026
G = :E' = 5005
W = F 22,500 = 9.395x10-4
E'(Rx)2- 2.275xi011x (0.01026)Z
and
k = (:0
Now
H = 3.63 uO'68GO'49w-O'073(1- e-0"68k)
= 3.63 x (1.731x10-10)0"68 x (5005)0.49 x (9.395x10-4)-0"073 x 1
= 3.63 x 2.302x10-7 x 64.97 x 1.663
= 0.903x10-4Hmin
The minimumfilm thicknessthus is
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hmin = Hmin x Rx = 0.903x10-4 x 0.01026
or
hmin = 0.93 pm
The line-contactformulafor minimum elastohydrodynamicfilm
thicknessis
Hmin = 2.65 uO'7GO'54W-0"13 (8.26)
where
F 22,500 = 6.426x10-4
W = E,(Rx)_ - 2.275x1011x 0.01026i"0.015
Hence
Hmin = 2.65 x (1.731x10-10)0"7 x (5005)0.54 x (6.426x10-4)-0"13
= 2.65 x 1.468x10-7 x 99.47 x 2.600
Hmin = 1.01x10-4
The line- and point-contactminimumfilm thicknesspredictions
thus agree to within 12 percent. Again it should be noted that
the point- or elliptical-contactequationyields the lower of the
two film thicknesspredictions.
The lubricationfactor A is definedas
hmi n
A - 112 (3.125)
0.93 0.93
: 112 =
[(0.3)2 + (0.3)2]
= 2.2
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It is thus clear from Figure 3.16 that the pair of involute
gears consideredin this exampleshouldenjoy the benefitsof a
reasonablysatisfactoryelastohydrodynamicminimumfilm
thickness. However,the figure also indicatesthat some
improvementin the life of the gears could be anticipatedif A
could be increasedto about 3. In practicalsituationssuch an
improvementwould probablybe achievedby increasingthe lubricant
viscosity no or by decreasingthe rms surfaceroughness o
of the wheels.
13.3.2 ContinuouslyVariable-SpeedDrive
Interest in oil-filmor rollingfrictiondrives for power
transmissionequipmentdates back to the last century. A patent
applicationfor a variable-speeddrive using discs with toroidal
surfacesand rollersthat could be tilted to change the speed
ratio was f_led in 1899. Since that time many different
configurationshave been designed,and severalwere includedin a
survey publishedby Cahn-Speyer(1957). A particularand more
recentform of this type of drive,known as the Perburygear, has
been describedby Fellows,et al. (1964).
GeometricalCalculations
Considerthe double toroidal layoutshown in Figure 13.7 in
which three symmetricallyarrangedrollersthat can be tilted to
change the ratio of input to output speeds are locatedon each
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side of the central disc. Power is deliveredto the end discs,
which either incorporatea mechanicalend loadingdevice sensitive
to input torque or, in an improvedversion,a hydraulicloading
cylinderapplyinga load proportionalto the sum of the input and
output torques (i.e.,proportionalto the forces to be transmitted
to the lubricantfilm). A rollercontrolmechanismautomatically
ensures that the power transmittedthrough the unit is distributed
equallybetweenthe six rollers. Such continuouslyvariable-speed
drives providea smooth transmissionof power, typicallyover a
speed ratio range of about 5:1, in a jerk-freemanner.
The life and efficiencyof continuouslyvariable-speeddrives
of this naturedepend on the characteristicsof the lubricating
films betweenthe rollersand the toroidalsurfaces, The traction
characteristicsare beyond the scope of the presenttext, but it
is possibleto show how the lubricantfilm thicknesscan be
calculated.
The radii at the inner and outer conjunctionsbetweena
single roller and the toroidalsurfaceson the drivingand driven
discs are shown in Figure 13.8. If subscripts a and b are
used to identifythe rollerand toroidaldiscs, respectively,it
can be seen that
Innerconjunction:
r : r, r : nr
ax ay
z Z - r sin
rbx = si-Tn--_= sin _ ' rby = -r
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Hence
i 1 i i sin
+ + (2.26)
Rx,i rax rbx r Z - r sin €
giving Rx, i : r[1- (r/Z) sin _], and
i i 1 1 I
+ (2.27)
_-y,i - - nr rray rby
giving Ry, i = [n/(1- n)]r
Outer conjunction:
r : r, r : nr
ax ay
z Z + r sin ¢
rbx = -_= sin _ ' rby = -r
Hence
1 : 1 + 1 = _1_ sin _ (2.26)
ITx,o rax rbx r Z + r sin ¢
giving Rx,o : r(1 + (r/Z) sin _)
1 i 1 i 1
+ (2.27)w
Ry,o ray rby nr r
giving Ry,o = Ln/(1 - n)]r
Elasticity Calculations
If the end load carried by each roller is F, the normal load
at each of the inner and outer conjunctions F_ is given by
F
F_ - cos
Consider a continuously variable-speed drive of the form shown in
Figures 13.7 and 13.8 in which
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F = 16,000 N
_= 30°
r = 50 mm
Z = 62.5 mm
n=0.7
E = 2.075x1011 N/m2
_=0.3
Then
E' = E 2.075x1011
1 - v2 = 0.91 = 2"28x1011
Inner conjunction:
Rx, i = 0.05(1 - 0.8 sin 30 ° ) = 0.03 m
( 0., )Ry, i = i - 0.7 x 0.05 = 0.1167 m
1 i + I
_ = _T-_O'_
giving R = 0.02387 m
R
y,i 0.1167
IT-----T.=--O.T-03-=3.89
X,I
F_ = 16,000 _ 18,475 Ncos 30°
#: 1.1537 (3.29)
_= 2.3459 (3.30)
k = 2.453 (3.28)
/ 2 kl/3
a 16_ _F_R_
=_ _-_, j = 2949,m (3.13)
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b = \_E'/ = 1202 ,m (3.14)
=I_)= 2.49 GNIm2Pmax
The Hertzian contact zone is thus represented by a relatively
large ellipse in which the ratio of major to minor axes is about
2.45.
Outer conjunction:
Rx,o = 0.05(1 + 0.8 sin 30° ) = 0.07 m
( 0"7 )x 0.05= 0.1167 mRy,o = i - O.Z
i i 1
= +O.-TI
giving R = 0.0438 m
R
,o 0.1167
R__Z - O.O7 = 1.667
X,O
16,000F_ - - 18,475 N
cos 30°
_= 1.3583 (3.29)
_= 1.8355 (3.30)
k = 1.431 (3.28)
_.6_2 \113
_FoR_
a: _ _-_ 7 = 2662,m (3.13)
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CtS;_FcR_I/3
b : \--_/ : 1860 .m (3.14)
(
,°.xo
The greatergeometricalconformityat the outer conjunction
provides a larger,less-elongatedHertziancontactzone than that
developedat the inner conjunction.
ElastohydrodynamicFilm Thickness
If it is assumed that the input disc rotatesat 314 rad/s
(_3000rpm) and that the lubricanthas an atmospheric-pressure
viscosityat the effectiveoperatingtemperatureof
0.0045 N s/m2 and a viscosity-pressurecoefficientof 2.2x10-8
m2/N, then for pure rolling
noU 0.0045 x 0.05 x 314 1.0329x10-11
Ui =L_'_x,i= 2.28x1011x 0.03 -
Uo E'RnOu - 0.0045 x 0.05 x 314 _ 0.4427x10-11
x,o 2.28x1011x 0.07
G = aE' = 5016
F¢
Wi = 18,457 = 0.8995x10-4
E'(Rx,i)2 = 2.28x1011x (0.03)2
F¢ 18,457
Wo = 2 = = 0"1652x10-4
E'(Rx,o) 2.28x1011x (0.07)2
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The minimumfilm thicknessin ellipticalconjunctionsunder
elastohydrodynamiconditionsis given in dimensionlessform by
hmi----_n=3.63 uO'68GO'49w-O'073(1- e-0"68k) (8.23)
H = _x
Hence
Hi : 3.63 x (I.0329xi0-11) 0"68 x (5016) 0.49 x (0.8995x10-4) -0"073
x (i - e-0"68x2"453)
: 3.63 x 3.385xi0 -8 x 65.04 x 1.9740 x 0.8114
= 1.280x10 -5
and
(hmin) = 0.38 _mi
Similarly
Ho = 3.63 x (0.4427x10-11) 0"68 x (5016) 0.49 x (0.1652x10-4) -0"073
x (I - e-0"68xI'431)
= 3.63 x 1.9026x10 -8 x 65.04 x 2.2340 x 0.6221
= 0.6243x10 -5
and
(hmin) = 0.44 wm0
The power is thus transmitted through elastohydrodynamic films
having minimum film thicknesses at the inner and outer
conjunctions of 0.38 and 0.44 _m, respectively. These are quite
acceptable film thicknesses, but for maximumlife of the
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componentsand a lubricationfactor A (see equation (3.125))of
3, it is clear that surfacefinishes comparableto those achieved
in rolling-elementbearings are required.
The large axial loads cause substantial,but not excessive,
contactpressuresof the order of 2.5 and 1.8 GN/m2 on the inner
and outer conjunctions,respectively. The Hertziancontact
ellipses are quite large, havingmajor axes of lengths5898 and
5324 _m at the inner and outer conjunctions. It has been assumed
that pure rollingoccurs in each conjunction,but there will
inevitablybe spin losses in these conjunctions. The calculation
of these losses,which probablyaccountfor most of the energy
dissipationin such devices, requiresa detailedknowledgeof the
lubricantrheologyand the shape of the elastohydrodynamicfilm.
13.4 A RailwayWheel Rollingon Wet or Oily Rails
Loads transmittedbetweenlocomotivesand rails cause
Hertziancontactsto be createdbetweenthe wheels and the rails
that are typicallyof area 10-4 m2. These contactsplay a
vital role in supportingthe loads and providingguidance to the
system,as outlinedby Barwell(1974),and they are the regions in
which traction is developedfor driving,accelerating,and braking
the train.
A valuable surveyof studiesof tractionbetweenrailway
wheels and rails has been presentedby Pritchard(1981). The
considerablevariationin coefficientsof friction,or traction,
has been attributedto varyingtrack and weatherconditions. The
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coefficientsrange from about 0.1 to 0.4, and low adhesion is
nearly always associatedWith wet or oily rails. It is well known
that light drizzleor mist is associatedwith low adhesion,and
bad sites have been identifiedwhere locomotivesregularlydrip
oil or where excessivegreasefrom railsidelubricatorsreaches
the rail. The films of contaminantsare normallyvery thin;
Pritchard(1981) has quoted thicknessesestimatedto be only a few
molecularlayers. Solid debris is generallyassociatedwith
low-adhesionfilms, and rust in the form of oxides and hydrated
oxides of iron with silica,iron carbide,and free iron appearsto
be the major constituent. When autumn leavesfall on the rails
and are subsequentlycrushedby the wheels,a low-frictionfilm is
generatedwhich adverselyaffectstraction in woodland areas.
The mode of lubricationby wet, oily, or contaminantfilms on
rails is generallybelievedto be boundary,but the possibilityof
elastohydrodynamicaction has been consideredby Barwell. It is
this questionthat forms the subjectof this section.
13.4.1 HertzianContactsBetweenWheel and Rail
An illustrationof the constructionof a modern track and
locomotivedrivingwheel presentedby Barwell (1974) is shown in
Figure 13.9. High-qualitysteel tires with a thicknessof about
76 mm (3 in.) are shrunkonto forged steel wheel centers. An
importantgeometricalfeature is the slightconing of the tires to
facilitateautomaticsteeringof the wheel sets as they roll along
the track. This normally preventscontactbetweenthe wheel
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flangesand the rail. Studiesof the Hertziancontact conditions
for this situationhave been presentedby Barwell(1979) and the
EngineeringSciencesData Unit (1978).
In this example it is assumedthat the rail section
transverseto the directionof rollinghas a radius of 0.3 m, that
the locomotivewheel has a radiusof 0.5 m, and that the angle of
coning is 2.86° (tan-lo.05). The essentialfeaturesof the
Hertziancontactbetween the wheel and the rail are calculatedfor
the followingconditions:
Radial load carriedby each wheel .............. 105 N
Modulus of elasticityof wheel tire and rail . . . 2.07x1011N/m2
Poisson'sratio ........................ 0.3
For these conditions
E' = E 2.07x1011 2.2747x1011N/m2
1 - 2 = 0.91 =
InitialCalculation
If the coning of the tires is neglectedand the contact is
deemed to be equivalentto a wheel in the form of a circular
cylinderof radius 0.5 m rollingon a track with a transverse
radius of 0.3 m, as shown in Figure 13.10(a),
rax = 0.5 m, ray =
rbx =_, rby = 0.3 m
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Then
i i+ 1 1 + 1 (2.26)
I_x = rax rbx = _ -_
giving Rx : 0.5 m, and
1 1 1 1 1
_ + _ + (2.27)
Ry ray rby _
giving Ry = 0.3 m. Also,
1 1 1 1 1
+ + (2.24)
R - Rx Ry- 0.5 0.3
giving R = 0.1875 and
R
Y 0.6
Since 1/Rx _ 1fRy, it followsat once that the semimajoraxis
of the ellipticalHertziancontact lies in the directionof
rolling.
Now
= 1.0003+ 0.5968
RyTx : 1.9950 (3.29)
Ry
_-= 1.5277 + 0.6023 In-_x = 1.2200 (3.30)
and
Ry_0.6360IT : 1.0339 : 0.7471 (3.28)
Hence
f61T2_FR,113 16 )2 5]113
x (0.7471 x 1.9950x105x 0.187 (3.13)
a: ___ = _ x 2.2747x1011
= 5.597 mm
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b (3.14)
\_E'/ x 0.7471 x 2.2747xi011)
= 7.491 mm
9 105
= 1.2200 x 1.9950 x 0.1875 2.2747x1011]1
= 0.0915 mm (3.15)
and
3F 1.139 GNIm2 (3.6)Pmax - 2_ab -
Allowancefor Coning
If the angle of coning is taken into consideration,the
conjunctionis representedby a wheel of truncatedconicalsection
rollingon a rail having a transversecurvature. In this case the
sectionof the wheel or truncatedcone in the principalplane of
rolling is an ellipse,and it is necessaryto determinethe
effectiveradiusof curvature rax for the situationshown in
Figure 13.10(b). Another consequenceof coning is that the normal
force or reactionon the Hertziancontact is slightlyin excess of
lx105 N.
Now with referenceto Figure 13.10(b)
F - W _ lx105 - 1.00125x105N
cos e cos 2.86°
A = r sin(90°+ e) = r cos___e_ 0.5 cos 2.86° _ 0.501876m
sin(90° - 2e) cos 2e cos 5.72°
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2
cos e cos22.86°
B = r + A sin e tan e = r_ = 0.5 = 0.501251m
cos 2e cos 5.72°
The effectiveradius
i + (dy/dx)2]
rax = d2y/dx2 Jx=O
and since the ellipse is specifiedby
A(A2 _ x2)1/2
= 3/2
(A2 _ x2)
Hence
rax = A(A) = 0"501876( 0"501876_0.501251j
r = 0.5025 m
ax
For this geometricalconfiguration
rax = 0.5025m, ray =
rbx = _, rby = 0.3 m
Hence
°
R = 0.5025 m, R = 0.3 m
x y
(Ry/Rx) = 0.5970,R = 0.18785
_= 1.0003+ 0.5968
RyTx = 2.0000 (3.29)
_= 1.5277+ 0.6023 In (Ry/Rx)= 1.2170 (3.30)
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and
k = 1.0339 = 0.7447 (3.28)\"x]
Hence
a = = x (0.7447) 2 x 2.0000 x 1.00125x105 x 0.1878
_ x 2.2747x1011
= 5.595 mm (3.13)
i13 / 5 _13
b : (T_): 6 x 2.0000 x 1.00125x10 x0.18785__
(3.14)
x .7447 x .2747xi011 J
: 7.513 mm
= 1.2170 2 x 2.0000 x 0.18z8 _ x 0.7447 x 2.2747x101
= 0.0914 mm (3.15)
and
3F
Pmax = _a-l_ = 1.137 GNIm2 (3.6)
The values of a, b, a, and Pmax are remarkably similar
to the values that emerged when the simplified configuration of a
circular cy|inder on a rail was considered. Thus it is therefore
unnecessary to consider the actual but more complicated geometry
of the Hertzian contact introduced by coning of the wheels.
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13.4.2 Minimum Film Thickness Between Wheel and Rail
The film thickness is calculated for two lubricants, one
being water and the other a mineral oil, as a function of speed.
Water
The viscosity of water varies little with pressure, and the
fluid is generally assumed to be isoviscous. However, Hersey and
Hopkins (1954) have recorded a 7 percent increase in the viscosity
of water over a pressure range of 1000 atmospheres at 38° C
(100 ° F), and this corresponds to a viscosity-pressure
coefficient _ of 6.68xi0 -I0 m2/N.
It is thus possible to adopt this value of _ and to
calculate the minimum film thickness on the basis of the equation
used earlier in this Chapter.
h
min 3.63 uO'68GO'49w-O'073(I - e-0"68k) (8.23)
Hmin - Rx -
It will be assumed that the coefficient of viscosity of water
under atmospheric conditions nO is 0.001N s/m2 and hence
that
noU 10-3 u
- 8.7924 uxlO-15
U =l_--rRx 2.2747x10 II x 0.5
G = aE' = 6.68x10 -10 x 2.2747x1011 = 152
W= F = 105 = 1.7585x10-6
E'(Rx )2 2.2747xi011 x (0.5) Z
With k : 0.7471 we find
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hmin
Hmin =Tx = 3.63 x (8.7924 uxlO-15) 0"68 x (152) 0.49
x (1.7584xi0-6) -0"073 x (1 - e-0"5080)
= 3.63 x 2.7669x10 -10 x 11.7247 x 2.6309 x 0.3983
x uO"68
or
(Hmin) = 1.2341 x uO'68x10-8 m
water
and
(hmin) = 0.6170 uO'68x10-8 m
water
Oil
If the rail is covered by a film of oil having a coefficient
of viscosity at atmospheric pressure nO of 0.1N s/m2 and a
viscosity-pressure coefficient _ of 2.2xi0 -8 m2/N.
noU 0.i u
- 8.7924 uxlO-13U : E-_-R-:
Rx 2.2747x1011 x 0.5
G = _E' = 2.2x10 -8 x 2.2747x10 II = 5004
F 105 1.7584xi0_6
W - E'(Rx) 2 _ 2.2747x1011 x (0.5) 2 -
Hence
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hmin x (5004) 0
= _x = 3.63 x (8.7924 uxlO-13) 0"68 .49Hmin
x (1.7584x10-6) -0"073 x (1 - e-0"5080)
= 3.63 x 6.3386x10 -9 x 64.96 x 2.6309 x 0.3983 x u0"68
or
(Hmin) = 1.5662 x uO'68x10-6oil
and
(hmin)oi I : 0.7831 uO'68x10-6 m
The variation of hmin with the speed of the locomotive in
pure rolling for both wet and oily rails is shown in Figure
13.11. It is clear from Figure 13.11(a) that the
elastohydrodynamic films developed by water alone are quite thin,
and it is most unlikely that they will lead to effective
hydrodynamic lubrication. The fact that moisture is known to
influence traction quite markedly (Pritchard, 1981) probably
strengthens the view that surface chemistry and boundary
lubrication play important roles in wheel-rail adhesion.
For an oily track and a relatively high viscosity of
0.1N s/m2 substantial film thicknesses are predicted for
representative operating speeds. Clearly traction will be reduced
and skidding can be expected under these conditions. The results
presented in Figure 13.11(b) confirm the importance of a clean
track.
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A number of alternativeproceduresfor cleaning the rails in
front of the drivingwheels of locomotivesare now being
investigatedin severalcountries.
13.5 Lubricationof SynovialJoints
To conclude this Chapterof applicationsof the
elastohydrodynamicfilm thicknessequationsdevelopedin the text
we have selectedthe problemof human joint lubrication. This
also allows us to introduceequationsdevelopedin Chapter 11 for
the lubricationof elasticsolids by isoviscouslubricants.
It has to be stated at the outset that film thickness
calculationsfor synovialjoints are more speculativethan the
other calculationspresentedin this Chapterfor engineering
components. The propertiesof the materials,the magnitudeof the
appliedload, and the motion and geometryof the contactingsolids
are all subjectto debate. Indeed,the mechanismof lubrication
of these remarkablebearings has yet to be resolved.
Featuresof Synovial Joints
The essentialfeaturesof a synovialjoint are shown in
Figure 13.12. The bearingmaterial is known as articular
cartilageand the lubricantas synovialfluid. The articular
cartilageis a soft, porousmaterialmounted on a relativelyhard
bone backing. The thicknessof the cartilagein a synovialjoint
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varies from joint to joint and also with age. In young, healthy
subjectsit may be severalmillimetersthick, but in elderly
subjects it may be almost nonexistentin some regions.
Articularcartilageappearsto be smooth,but measurements
suggestthat the surfaceroughness Ra variesfrom about 1 _m
to 3 _m. The effectivemodulus of elasticityvaries with the time
of loadingand is difficultto specifywith certainty. The
variousmeasurementsthat have been reportedsuggest that E
normallylies in the range 107 to 109 N/m2.
Synovial fluid is a non-Newtonianfluid in which the
effectiveviscosityfalls markedly as the shear rate increases.
The viscouspropertiesof the fluid appearto be governed by the
hyaluronicacid, with the viscosityincreasingalmost linearly
with the concentrationof the acid. It is also known that the
viscosityof synovialfluid from normal,healthyjoints is greater
than that of pathologicalsynovialfluid from both osteoarthritic
and rheumatoidarthriticjoints.
At low shear rates the viscosityof normal synovialfluid is
typicallyabout 10 N s/m2, while at the high shear rates
encounteredin joints values between10-3 N s/m2 and 10-2 N
s/m2 can be expected.
The effectiveradius of curvatureof an equivalentsphere or
cylindernear a plane is also difficultto determine,but probably
ranges from 0.1 to 1.0 m in the hip and 0.02 to 0.1 m in the
knee. Loads on the joints in the lower limb vary duringwalking,
and the human bearingsare thus subjectedto dynamicconditionsin
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which both loads and sliding speedsvary with time. When the leg
swingsfreely in the walking cycle the knee and the hip carry
loads in the range zero to one times body weight,whereaswhen the
leg is in contactwith the ground (stancephase) the peak loads
range from three to seven times body weight.
The Hip
There is a negligiblevariationin viscosityof synovial
fluid with pressureover the range of pressuresencounteredin
synovialjoints. The articularcartilagedeforms readilyunder
physiologicalloads, and the mode of lubricationcan thus be
regardedas isoviscous-elastic.The followingexpressionwas
developedin Chapter 11 for the minimum film thicknessunder these
conditions:
Hmin = 7.43 uO'65w-O'21(1- 0.85 e-0"31k) (11.4)
The hip joint is generallyrepresentedas a ball (femoral
head) and socket (acetabulum)joint. In the presentexample it is
assumedthat the followingquantitiesare typicalof the peak
loadingperiodsof the stance phase in walking:
Radius of equivalentsphere near a plane ........... 1 m
Coefficientof viscosityof synovialfluid ..... 2x10-3 N s/m2
Elasticconstant,E' ................... 107 N/m2
Entrainingvelocity,u = (ua + Ub)/2 .......... 0.075 m/s
Applied load ............... ......... 4500 N
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Then
noU 2x10-3 x 0.075
_ 1.5x10 -11
U = _x - 107xl
W = F 4500 = 4.5x10 -4
E'(Rx )2 =1--0-_xI
and
k=l
Hence
Hmin : 7.43 x (l.5xlO-11) 0"65 x (4.5x10-4) -0"21 x (1 - 0.85 e-0"31)
= 7.43 x 9.2142x10 -8 x 5.0446 x 0.3766
= 1.3006x10 -6
and
hmin = 1.3 _m
The calculation yields a film thickness similar to, but
perhaps slightly less than, the roughness of articular cartilage.
This suggests that prolonged exposure to the listed conditions
could not conserve effective elastohydrodynamic lubrication.
Dowson (1981) has discussed the question of lubrication in hip
joints in some detail, and it emerges that if any hydrodynamic
films are developed during the swing phase in walking, they might
be preserved by a combination of entraining and squeeze-film
action during the stance phase.
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13.6 Closure
In this final chapter a number of applicationsof the
elastohydrodynamicfilm thicknessexpressionsdevelopedearlier in
the text have been considered. In Section13.1 the motion of a
steel ball over steel surfacespresentingvaryingdegreesof
conformitywas examined. This providedan opportunityto
demonstratethe nature of Hertziancontactcalculationsbefore
proceedingto the calculationof film thicknessunder various
modes of fluid-filmlubrication. The approximateprocedures
outlinedfor the elasticitycalculationsare sufficientlyaccurate
and yet enjoy great economy in effort for most applications.
The equationfor minimumfilm thicknessin elliptical
conjunctionsunder elastohydrodynamicconditionsdevelopedin
Chapter8 was then appliedto roller and ball bearings in Section
13.2. The rollerbearing presentsa nominalline contact and thus
representsa limitingconditionfor the applicationof the
elliptical-contactequation. The examplenevertheless
demonstratesthe generalityof the film thicknessequations
presentedin Chapter8. The influenceof lubricantstarvationon
minimumfilm thicknesswas also introducedinthis Section. It
was found that the most criticalconjunctionsin both ball and
roller bearingsoccurred betweenthe rollingelementsand the
inner tracks. The lubricationfactor A, which appearsto play an
importantrole in determiningthe fatigue life of highly stressed,
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lubricatedmachine elements,was also introducedin Section 13.2.
In former times film thicknessesin ellipticalelastohydrodynamic
conjunctionswere calculatedfrom modified line-contactequations,
and the validityof such proceduresrelatedto equivalentmean or
maximumcontact stresseswas explored in relationto the
deep-grooveball bearingexample.
A second nominal line-contactsituationin the form of an
involutegear was introducedin Section 13.3, and it was again
found that the ellipticalconjunctionexpressionyielded a
conservativeestimateof the minimumfilm thickness. Continuously
variable-speeddrives like the Perburygear, which presenttruly
ellipticalelastohydrodynamiconjunctions,are increasingly
finding favor in mobile and staticmachinery. A representative
elastohydrodynamiconditionfor this class of machineryis
considered in Section13.3 for power transmissionequipment.
The possibilityof elastohydrodynamicfilms of water or oil
forming betweenlocomotivewheels and rails was examined in
Section13.4. The importantsubjectof tractionon the railways
is attactingconsiderableattentionin variouscountriesat the
presenttime.
The final exampleof a synovialjoint introducedthe equation
developedin Chapter8 for isoviscous-elasticregimesof
lubrication. This exampleis necessarilymore speculativethan
others in this Chapter owing to the variedand uncertain
conditionsencounteredin human and animaljoints. Other
applicationsin the isoviscous-elasticregime includerubbertires
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on wet roads and elastomericseals. This range of applications
servesto demonstratethe utilityof the film thicknessequations
developedin this text for elastohydrodynamicelliptical
conjunctions. It is hoped that this study of elliptical
conjunctionshas extended in some measure the understandingof
that recentlyrecognizedyet vitally importantmode of lubrication
in highly stressedmachineelementsknown as "elastohydrodynamic."
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SYMBOLS
A constantused in equation (3.113)
C*,_ relaxationcoefficients
A*, B*,
D*, L*, M* J
I
Av drag area of.ball,m2
a semimajoraxis qf contactellipse,m
a/2"m
B total conformityof bearing
b semiminoraxis of contactellipse,m
b12_
C dynamicload capacity,N
Cv drag coefficient
CI,...,C8 constants
c 19,609 N/cm2 (28,440Ibflin2)
number of equal divisionsof semimajoraxis
D distancebetweenrace curvaturecenters,m
material factor
definedby equation (5.63)
De Deborahnumber
d ball diameter,m
number of divisionsin semiminoraxis
d overalldiameterof bearing(Figure2.13),m
a
db bore diameter,mo
d pitch diameter,me
I
de pitch diameterafter dynamiceffectshave acted on ball m
di inner-racediameter,m
d outer-racediameter,m
o
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E modulus of elasticity,Nlm2
- "a i - Vb
E' effectiveelasticmodulus, -- + , NIm2
E internalenergy,m2/s2 \a
processingfactor
E1 [(H"min - Hmin)IHmin]x 100 112
8 elliptic integralof secondkind with modulus (1 - l/k2)
approximateelliptic integralof secondkind
e dispersionexponent
F normalappliedload,N
F* normal applied load per unit length,Nlm
lubricationfactor
integratednormal appliedload, N
Fc centrifugalforce, N
FmaX maximum normal applied load (at € = 0), N
F appliedradial load, N
r
Ft appliedthrust load, N
F¢ normal applied load at angle 4, N
_- elliptic integralof first kind with modulus (1 - 11k2)112
._ approximateelliptic integralof first kind
f race conformityratio
fb rms surfacefinish of ball, m
fr rms surfacefinish of race, m
G dimensionlessmaterialsparameter,:E
G* fluid shear modulus,N/m2
G hardnessfactor
g gravitationalconstant,mls2
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gE dimensionlesselasticityparameter,W8/31U2
gv dimenslonlessviscosityparameter,GW3/U2
H dimenslonlessfilm thickness,h/Rx
dimensionlessfilm thickness,H(WIU)2 = F2hlu2noRx23
Hc dimenslonlesscentralfilm thickness,hc/Rx
H dimenslonlesscentralfilm thicknessfor starved
C,S
lubricationcondition
Hf frictionalheat, N m/s
Hmin dimenslonlessminimumfilm thicknessobtainedfrom EHL
elliptical-contactheory
Hmin,r dimensionlessminimumfilm thicknessfor a rectangular
contact
dimenslonlessminimumfilm thicknessfor starvedHmin,s
lubricationcondition
dimenslonlesscentralfilm thicknessobtainedfrom
c
least-squaresfit of data
H%in dimensionlessminimumfilm thicknessobtainedfrom
least-squaresfit of data
dimenslonlesscentral-film-thickness- speed parameter,
C
HcU-O.5
Hmin dimenslonlessminimum-film-thickness- speed parameter,
HminU-O'5
HO new estimateof constantin film thicknessequation
h film thickness,m
hc centralfilm thickness,m
h. inlet film thickness,m
1
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hm film thicknessat point of maximumpressure,where
dpldx = O, m
hmin minimumfilm thickness,m
h0 constant,m
Id diametralinterference,m
Ip ball mass moment of inertia,m N s2
I integraldefinedby equation (3.76)r
It integraldefined by equation (3.75)
j function of k definedby equation (3.8)
j, mechanicalequivalentof heat
polar moment of inertia,m N s2
K load-deflectionconstant
k ellipticityparameter,alb
approximateellipticityparameter
thermalconductivity,Nls °C
kf lubricantthermalconductivity,N/s °C
L fatigue life
L adjustedfatigue life
a
Lt reducedhydrodynamiclift, from equation (6.21)
LI,...,L4 lengthsdefinedin Figure 3.11, m
LIO fatigue lifewhere 90 percentof bearingpopulationwill
endure
L50 fatigue life where 50 percentof bearingpopulationwill
endure
bearing length,m
constantused to determinewidth of side-leakageregion
M moment, Nm
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Mg gyroscopicmoment, Nm
Mp dimensionlessload-speedparameter,WU-0"75
Ms torque requiredto producespin, N m
m mass of Pall, N s2/m
m* dimensionlessinlet distanceat boundarybetweenfully
floodedand starvedconditions
dimensionlessinletdistance (Figures7.1 and 9.1)
m numberof divisionsof semimajoror semiminoraxis
mW dimensionlessinlet distanceboundaryas obtainedfrom
Wedeven,et al. (1971)
N rotationalspeed, rpm
n numberof balls
n* refractiveindex
constantused to determinelengthof outlet region
P dimensionlesspressure
PD dimensionlesspressuredifference
Pd diametralclearance,m
Pe free endplay,m
PHz dimensionlessHertzianpressure,N/m2
p pressure,N/m2
Pmax maximumpressurewithin contact,3F/2_ab,N/m2
isoviscousasymptoticpressure,N/m2Piv,as
Q solutionto homogeneousReynoldsequation
Qm thermalloadingparameter
dimensionlessmass flow rate per unit width, qno/PoE,R2
qf reducedpressureparameter
qx volumeflow rate per unit width in x direction,m2/s
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qy volume flow rate per unit width in y direction,m2/s
R curvaturesum, m
Ra arithmeticalmean deviationdefined in equation (4.1),m
Rc operationalhardnessof bearingmaterial
Rx effectiveradius in x direction,m
Ry effectiveradius in y direction,m
r race curvatureradius,m
rax' rbx'_ radii of curvature,m
ray, rby J
rc' _c' z cylindricalpolar coordinates
rs' es' _s sphericalpolar coordinates
defined in Figure 5.4
S geometricseparation,m
S* geometricseparationfor line contact,m
SO empiricalconstant
s shoulderheight,m
T TO/Pmax
tangential(traction)force, N
Tm temperature,°C
T_ ball surfacetemperature,°C
T_ average lubricanttemperature,°C
aT* ball surfacetemperaturerise, °C
T1 (_O/Pmax)k=l
Tv viscousdrag force, N
t time, s
ta auxiliaryparameter
uB velocityof ball-racecontact,mls
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u velocityof ball center,mls
C
U dimensionlessspeedparameter,noulE'Rx
u surfacevelocityin directionof motion, (ua + Ub)12, mls
numberof stresscycles per revolution
au slidingvelocity,ua- ub, mls
v surfacevelocityin transversedirection,mls
W dimensionlessload parameter,FIE'R2
w surfacevelocityin directionof film, mls
X dimensionlesscoordinate,xlRx
y dimensionlesscoordinate,ylRx
Xt, Yt dimensionlessgroupingfrom equation (6.14)
Xa, Ya' Za externalforces,N
Z constantdefineaby equation (3.48)
Z1 viscositypressureindex, a dimensionlessconstant
~ _ _1X, X, ,
Y, _, 7, _i coordinatesystem
Z, Z, Z, ZI
pressure-viscositycoefficientof lubrication,m21N
:a radiusratio, RylRx
B contactangle,rad
Bf free or initialcontactangle, rad
B' iteratedvalue of contactangle, rad
r !_ curvaturedifference
. y viscousdissipation,N/m2 s
total strainrate, s-1
Ye elasticstrain rate, s-1
_v viscous strainrate, s-1
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Ya flow angle, deg
6 total elasticdeformation,m
6* lubricantviscositytemperaturecoefficient,°C'I
elasticdeformationdue to pressuredifference,m6D
a radialdisplacement,m
r
at axial displacement,m
ax displacementat some location x, m
approximateelasticdeformation,m
elasticdeformationof rectangulararea, m
€ coefficientof determination
€1 strain in axial direction
€2 strain in transversedirection
_ angle betweenball rotationalaxis and bearing
centerline(Figure3.10)
:a probabilityof survival
n absoluteviscosityat gauge pressure,N s/m2
dimensionlessviscosity,n/nO
no viscosityat atmosphericpressure,N s/m2
n. 6.31x10-5 N slmZ(O.0631cP)
o angle used to define shoulder height
A film parameter (ratioof film thicknessto composite
surfaceroughness)
x equals 1 for outer-racecontroland 0 for inner-race
s
control
ha second coefficientof viscosity
Xb Archard-Cowkingside-leakagefactor, (1 + 2/3 Qa)-1
_c relaxationfactor
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coefficientof slidingfriction
_* _/_
Poisson's ratio
divergenceof velocityvector,(BU/BX)+ (Bvlay)+ (awlBz),S-1
p lubricantdensity,N s2/m4
dimensionlessdensity,P/P0
P0 densityat atmosphericpressure,N s2lm4
o normal stress,Nlm2
oI stress in axial direction,N/m2
T shear stress,N/m2
TO maximum subsurfaceshear stress,N/m2
~ shear stress,N/m2T
_e equivalentstress,N/m2
_L limitingshear stress,N/m2
@ ratio of depth of maximum shear stressto semiminoraxis of
contactellipse
o* pH312
01 (€)k=1
auxiliaryangle
_T tnermalreductionfactor
angularlocation
@_ limitingvalue of @
°
Ri absoluteangularvelocityof inner race, rad/s
_o absoluteangularvelocityof outer race, rad/s
angular velocity, rad/s
mB angular velocity of ball-race contact, rad/s
mb angular velocity of ball about its own center, rad/s
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10
mc angularvelocityof ball around shaft center,rad/s
us ball spin rotationalvelocity,rad/s
Subscripts:
a solid a
b solid b
c central
bc ball center
IE isoviscous-elasticregime
IR isoviscous-rigidregime
i inner race
K Kapitza
min minimum
n iteration
o outer race
PVE piezoviscous-elasticregime
PVR piezoviscous-rigidregime
r for rectangulararea
s for starvedconditions
x,y,z coordinatesystem
Superscript:
(m) approximate
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